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Abstract

Given concerns about suicide or self-harm content on Instagram, we conducted a systematic scoping review of peer-reviewed English language primary studies published between 2010–2019. Only ten studies had been published. Looking into purposive samples of Instagram posts tagged with self-harm related hashtags, studies report finding self-harm or suicide content in between 9–66% of their studied posts. Studies assessing Instagram's efforts to tackle such content found they had not been very effective. Despite heterogeneity in study aims, use of terminology, samples, methods of analysis, and study outcomes, we aggregated and distinguished ‘content studies’ and ‘user studies’. Most studies showed concern for self-harm risk, but only one examined the relationship between self-harm posts and actual self-harm behaviours offline. It found such content had negative emotional effects on some users and reported preliminary evidence of potential harmful effects in relation to self-harm related behaviours offline, although causal effects cannot be claimed. At the same time, some benefits for those who engage with self-harm content online have been suggested. More research directly interviewing Instagram users to understand this phenomenon from their perspective is required. Finally, some ethical issues are discussed.

Introduction

A large body of research has linked media portrayal of suicide to spikes in suicide rates [1,2]. This association may not be causal; however, there are strong concerns that extensive coverage of suicide reported in a sensationalised or glamourised way, especially celebrities suicides, or giving explicit details of self-harming methods is associated with increase in suicidal behaviours among vulnerable people—a contagion or ‘Werther’ effect [1,2]. Previous research has also warned about possible contagion effects related to suicide stories shared on social media sites like Twitter, especially if the suicide stories resulted in significant audience engagement [3]. Conversely, media stories emphasising recovery and capability to get over crises and suicidal behaviours can have a positive influence on vulnerable people—the Papageno effect—reducing their chances of engaging in such behaviours [2,4].
Non-suicidal self-injury [NSSI], defined as the ‘direct and deliberate destruction of body tissue in the absence of intent to die’ [5], is susceptible to social contagion effects in a similar manner, especially among young people [6]. Studies have related exposure to NSSI on traditional and online media with its onset and maintenance [6]. Suicidal and non-suicidal self-injury are clinically two different behaviours driven by different factors and motivations [5], yet they share some conceptual overlap—they both refer to forms of self-harm [7,8]. For the purpose of this research, we will use the term self-harm in a broad sense, to refer to thoughts and behaviours related to intentional self-injury (e.g. cutting oneself on purpose) without distinguishing between suicidal or non-suicidal intention [8].

Concerns have been raised about the proliferation of easy to access and largely unmonitored self-harm related content online, and whether it triggers or increases self-harming and suicidal behaviours offline [9,10]. Yet we have little understanding of how self-harm content online influences actual self-harm behaviours in vulnerable individuals [8,11].

Previous reviews suggest engaging with suicide or self-harm content online has both positive and negative effects [12–17]. Positive effects include reducing feelings of isolation, providing an online supportive community, distress relief, alternative coping methods and self-harming reduction tips. Negative effects include triggering self-harming behaviours, their perpetuation via normalisation and validation, sharing of self-harm methods, and tips for concealment. To date, reviews have focused on the effects of social media and the internet on suicide and NSSI [12,14–17] or self-harm in general regardless of intention [13], with half of reviews focused on young people [12,13,16]. Research in this field has been conducted using different methodologies, with primary research drawing on quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods with diverse research designs [16]. Diane [12] suggested a possible interaction effect between research design and findings, with qualitative and mixed methods studies showing a more positive impact of the internet on self-harm behaviours, compared to the more negative impact reported in quantitative studies.

These reviews [12–17] compiled and reviewed data from sites like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and other suicide-related internet forums. None of these reviews included any studies about self-harm or suicide on Instagram. With over one billion active monthly users [18], Instagram is one of the most popular social media platforms among young people [19,20], and a common platform for posting self-harm content [11,21].

Although text-only posts are allowed since 2018 [22], Instagram was originally designed to share pictures [23] and short-videos, standing out amongst other social media platforms because of its visual nature, ‘sign up to see photos and videos from your friends’ [24]. Instagram content can be tagged using key terms known as ‘hashtags’ (e.g. #selfharm). Hashtags allow users to search for and find content of interest and ‘connect’ with others with similar interests [25].

Instagram came under public pressure after several high profile cases of youth suicide were found to have shared and engaged with self-harm content on Instagram [26–28]. Instagram has acknowledged the issue and promised an increased focus on minimising harm from their platform [29]. Meanwhile evidence of the relationship between Instagram content and increased risk of self-harm behaviours is unclear and fragmented [21], a scoping review of the current evidence is needed. Scoping reviews allow for “reconnaissance” of an emerging field of research inquiry [30]. They bring together information from primary research and present it in a cohesive way, clarifying concepts and methods, identifying gaps, and informing next steps [31]. We aim to synthesise how self-harm or suicide content on Instagram has been studied, what we know about it, and identify gaps in the literature to inform future research in the field.
Methodology
Following PRISMA ([S1 File](#)) and Joanna Briggs Institute guidelines for systematic scoping reviews ([31,32](#)) we: a) specified a research question; b) elaborated a review protocol (see [S2 File](#)); c) identified and selected relevant studies; c) extracted the main data out of the selected studies (data charting); d) collated, summarised, and reported the main findings; e) summarised the strengths and limitations of the body of literature, and reviewed its quality. Findings are summarised narratively and on a table.

Research questions
What research has been done on the topic of self-harm or suicide on Instagram, how has it been done, and what are its key findings?

Retrieving relevant studies
An electronic literature search was conducted (on 11/04/2019 and 1/11/2019) for all English language peer-reviewed articles (to learn from evidence up to highest scientific standards and facilitate replication), indexed in Scopus, Web of Science, Medline, EBSCOhost, PsycINFO, EMBASE and ProQuest Central, from 2010 (date when Instagram was launched) onwards, with databases search alert functions providing ongoing updates up to 5/01/2020.

The following search terms were applied to titles, abstracts and keywords to maximise sensitivity: *(instagram* OR *"insta gram"*) AND *(suicid* OR *"self harm"* OR *selfharm"* OR *"self injur"* OR *selfinjur* OR *"self mutil"* OR *self mutil* OR *"auto mutil"* OR *"automutil"* OR *cut* OR *distress* OR *disorder* OR *anxi* OR *depress* OR *"psycholog stress"* OR *"psycholog pain"*). Search terms related to mental health issues like depression, anxiety or psychological pain were also included due to their association with suicide and self-harm. Search strategies and phrasing were database-specific due to indexing differences. Library staff were consulted to retrieve optimum results.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria.** Studies had to be published in peer-reviewed journals, and explicitly examine suicide, self-harm or non-suicidal self-injury, and Instagram. We excluded non-peer reviewed reports, grey literature, conference papers, theses, books and book chapters, and studies examining social media in general but not explicitly Instagram. No study was excluded because of its quality appraisal.

Quality appraisal
We did not dismiss any paper on the basis of its quality. The quality assessment of the available studies was performed as a proxy for the state and level of quality of the research field as a whole. For that purpose we used a quality appraisal checklist based on the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme [CASP] ([33](#)). Based on the information reported on the articles, for each study we assessed *(Yes, No or Can’t tell)*: whether it included a clear and relevant statement of aims; whether it reported its methodology, research design, sample and data collection adequately to address its research aims; whether it reported rigorous data analysis, clear findings, and acknowledged its limitations; whether relevant ethical issues had been taken into account; and finally we also assessed whether the research was valuable and contributed to the body of knowledge (See [S2 File](#)).

JP assessed the quality of all ten reviewed papers, and GJ and SM independently checked half of them each. Afterwards, discrepancies were discussed and resolved as a team.
Data charting
A data extraction sheet (see S2 File) developed by the authors was used to chart study: a) Identification and introductory information (i.e. authors, date and journal of publication, main author affiliation, study aim, and online social media platforms studied); b) Methodological information (i.e. study design, unit of analysis, data collection strategy and sample characteristics, coded/assessed variables, data analysis performed); c) Main reported findings and conclusions; d) Limitations; e) Overall quality score.

Results
The search yielded 304 articles, of which 133 remained after removing duplicates. The first author (JP) completed the initial search and carried out the first stage of the screening process for relevance, based on title and abstract. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria 10 articles remained [34–43]. Authors (JP, GJ, SM) independently reviewed the full articles and examined their reference lists. No further relevant articles were identified (Fig 1).
Studies characteristics and quality

The key characteristics and overall quality score of the reviewed studies are given in Table 1. All studies were published between 2016–2019 at an increasing rate every year. Based on first author, articles originated from US/UK (n = 5), Germany or Austria (n = 4), and Belgium (n = 1). Eight studies focused on Instagram only [34–41], while two examined self-harm across Instagram, Twitter and Tumblr [42,43].

Seven of the ten studies retrieved and described self-harm or suicide related content on Instagram [34,36,37,39,40,42,43]. One study assessed Instagram users’ awareness and use of the Instagram reporting tool for self-harm content [41]. Arendt [35] measured the relationship between exposure to self-harm content and users’ self-harm behaviours and suicidality offline, and Brown [38] explored whether online users’ acute suicidality could be predicted from their Instagram activity and language used in their posts captions.

All reviewed studies were high quality articles (see S1 Table for the detailed quality appraisal scores). Nine articles scored ten out of ten in overall quality [34–38,40–43], and Carlyle [39] scored nine out of ten. All reported adequate aims, good methodology, research design, sample, rigorous analysis, and clear and adequate findings, bringing valuable research contribution to the field. All openly acknowledged some limitations, typically limits to extrapolate beyond their purposive samples [34–38,40–43] or lack of Instagram users’ information [35,42,43]. In terms of ethical considerations, most studies report having IRB ethical approval [34,35,37,38,40–43] or having followed ethical guidelines approved by the ethics committee of the Association of Internet Researchers (https://aoir.org/ethics/) [36]. Carlyle [39] reported none of those. Instead they claimed that ‘because the study did not involve human subjects, it did not require ethical reviews.’

Studies self-harm terminology

Terminology across studies was heterogeneous, using the various terms of ‘self-harm,’ ‘deliberate self-harm’ or ‘deliberate self-injury.’ Some used these terms more broadly, to capture suicidal or non-suicidal self-injury content [35,41–43], or narrowly to capture NSSI only [36]. In particular, Scherr [36] and Brown [37] studied NSSI images on Instagram. Others claimed to study suicide content on Instagram [34,39]. However, none of these Instagram content studies [34,36,37,39,42,43] undertook any contact or follow-up with the person posting such content; therefore, their suicidal/non-suicidal meaning or intention cannot be confirmed. Only Moreno [40] added data triangulation (on top of commonly used inter-coders agreement) to validate the meaning of self-harm related hashtags.

Studies methodological differences

Samples size and sample frames varied widely (see Table 1). Seven out of ten studies used samples of publicly available Instagram content [34,36,37,39,40,42,43]. Three surveyed or interviewed Instagram users [35,38,41].

Instagram user studies. Three studies asked online users about self-harm or suicidality on Instagram [35,38,41]. Record [41] used an online survey of college students (n = 417) to report their Instagram use, their awareness of Instagram’s tool for reporting self-harm content, and factors related to their intention to use it. Arendt [35] designed a two wave follow-up study, using an online survey to ask 18–29 year old Instagram users (n = 1000 at Time 1 and n = 729 at Time 2) about their exposure to self-harm content on Instagram, and other self-harm related outcomes offline (ideation, risk, hopelessness, emotional disturbance and behaviours), controlling for exposure from other sources. Both studies were based on convenient samples of self-selected participants recruited through wider online platforms [35,41]. Brown
Table 1. Key characteristics of included articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference, year, country</th>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>Data Collection</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Aims, Key Findings (Quality criteria met)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studies including qualitative description of Instagram post</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreno [40], 2016 USA</td>
<td>Qualitative and quantitative descriptive study</td>
<td>Extracts Instagram content using the hashtag #selfharmmm for 12 days</td>
<td>N = 225 posts</td>
<td>Structured evaluation approach developed by the authors, using content analysis and triangulation.</td>
<td><strong>Aims</strong>: To investigate ambiguous non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) related terms on Instagram including evaluation of meaning and consistency. To assess the precision of Instagram’s warning labels. <strong>Findings</strong>: 10 ambiguous NSSI hashtags were identified. A popular image called #MySecretFamily was identified that described the broader community of NSSI and mental illness. Only one-third of all relevant hashtags generated Instagram’s content advisory warnings. Key contribution: details a systematic method to ensure rigorous, valid coding of online content. (10/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanahan [43], 2019 UK</td>
<td>Qualitative thematic study</td>
<td>Extracted the most recent 200 images tagged as #self-harm from three social media platforms on one day. (Inclusion of broad SH content, not just limited to NSSI pictures).</td>
<td>N = 602 images</td>
<td>Visual and thematic content analysis of images.</td>
<td><strong>Aims</strong>: To explore the nature and content of images tagged as #self-harm across Twitter, Instagram and Tumblr. <strong>Findings</strong>: Over half the images tagged as self-harm had no explicit presentation of self-harm. None portrayed images of graphic or shocking self-injury. Four themes were found across the images: communicating distress, addiction and recovery, gender and the female body, identity and belonging. (10/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantitative descriptive studies of Instagram posts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel [42], 2017 USA</td>
<td>Quantitative descriptive study</td>
<td>Extracting the first 10 posts from Instagram, Tumblr and Twitter using the hashtag #cutting every day for 6 months.</td>
<td>N = 770 posts Insta(n = 359) Tumb(n = 333) Twit(n = 78)</td>
<td>Content analysis. Posts coded using a pre-defined list of study codes and definitions.</td>
<td><strong>Aims</strong>: To analyse and compare NSSI content tagged as #cutting across Instagram, Tumblr and Twitter. <strong>Findings</strong>: 60% of all sampled posts depicted graphic self-harm content (Instagram: 66%), 10% discouraged self-injury (Instagram: 8%) and &lt;1% included formal recovery resources. Instagram posts displayed the greatest proportions of graphic content and negative self-evaluations, followed by Tumblr then Twitter. (10/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown [37], 2018 Germany</td>
<td>Quantitative descriptive study</td>
<td>Extracted pictures tagged with different German NSSI hashtags from Instagram accounts for 4 weeks.</td>
<td>N = 32,182 images depicting wounds plus 6,651 associated comments.</td>
<td>Quantitative content analysis using descriptive statistics, frequencies and correlations</td>
<td><strong>Aims</strong>: To investigate Instagram NSSI-pictures and comments. Explored associations between pictures characteristics, comments, and posting trends. <strong>Findings</strong>: 93% of pictures depicted cuts, mostly mild/moderate wounds, while very severe wounds were rare. Pictures with increasing wound grades and those showing multiple types of wounds received more comments. Most comments were neutral or empathetic, few were hostile. (10/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlyle [39], 2018 USA</td>
<td>Quantitative descriptive study</td>
<td>Extracted randomly selected suicide-themed Instagram posts using #suicide and #suicidal hashtags for 4 months using an online mining tool.</td>
<td>N = 500 posts</td>
<td>Quantitative content analysis using descriptive statistics.</td>
<td><strong>Aims</strong>: To examine both visual &amp; textual components of suicide-themed Instagram posts. <strong>Key findings</strong>: Self-harm content was present in the majority of Instagram posts. Posts mentioning suicidal ideation elicited higher engagement from users than posts that did not. Health voices were absent from the online discussions. (9/10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 1. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference, year, country</th>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>Data Collection</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Aims, Key Findings (Quality criteria met)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scherr [36], 2019 Belgium</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Extracted all pictures posted on Instagram within a 48-hour period using English and German suicide related hashtags.</td>
<td>N = 13,132 images</td>
<td>Computational methods using artificial intelligence [AI] image-recognition algorithms developed by the authors.</td>
<td>Aims: To develop an AI image-recognition algorithm able to automatically identify NSSI images online and use it to identify and quantify NSSI images on Instagram. Findings: The image-recognition algorithm successfully identified the proportion of NSSI images tagged as #suicide = 40% (n = 7,910), #cutting = 30% (n = 4,219), #selfmord = 40% (n = 173) and #ritzen = 42% (n = 830). (10/10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arendt [34], 2019 Germany</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Extracted the most recent Instagram posts tagged with #selfmord ('suicide') on one day.</td>
<td>N = 250 posts</td>
<td>Quantitative content analysis using descriptive statistics.</td>
<td>Aims: To examine Instagram posts tagged as #selfmord, ('suicide' in German). Findings: 46% of sampled posts included explicit references to suicide. Cutting was the most prominent method. Sadness appeared as the most described emotion, followed by self-hate and loneliness. Video content made up 26% of sampled posts, many of which presented very fast/subliminal suicide content. (10/10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record [41], 2019 USA</td>
<td>Quantitative survey</td>
<td>Online survey of college students with Instagram accounts</td>
<td>N = 471 undergraduate Instagram users (60% white and 77% female)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional analysis.</td>
<td>Aims: To evaluate users’ awareness of and intention to use the Instagram self-harm reporting tool, according to the theoretical principles of diffusion of innovation and planned behaviour (TPB). Findings: &lt;20% of users knew about the self-harm reporting tool. The frequency of Instagram use was unrelated to the intention to use it. Instead, users’ attitudes, subjective norms and behavioural control over reporting SH on Instagram positively related to their intention to use it. (10/10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arendt [35], 2019 Austria</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Online survey of young adults with data at waves 1 and 2 18–29 years</td>
<td>N = 729 participants</td>
<td>Cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis.</td>
<td>Aims: To investigate the relationship between exposure to self-harm content on Instagram and suicidal behaviours outcomes. Findings: 43% of participants had seen SH-content on Instagram (most often found accidentally). Exposure to self-harm on Instagram was related to suicidal ideation, SH and emotional disturbance. (10/10).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Quantitative survey studies of Instagram users

- **Record [41], 2019 USA**
  - Study Type: Quantitative survey
  - Data Collection: Online survey of college students with Instagram accounts
  - Sample: N = 471 undergraduate Instagram users (60% white and 77% female)
  - Analysis: Cross-sectional analysis.
  - Aims: To evaluate users’ awareness of and intention to use the Instagram self-harm reporting tool, according to the theoretical principles of diffusion of innovation and planned behaviour (TPB). Findings: <20% of users knew about the self-harm reporting tool. The frequency of Instagram use was unrelated to the intention to use it. Instead, users’ attitudes, subjective norms and behavioural control over reporting SH on Instagram positively related to their intention to use it. (10/10).

#### Semi-structured interview studies of Instagram users

- **Brown [38], 2019 Germany**
  - Study Type: Quantitative and qualitative descriptive study
  - Data Collection: Semi-structured online interview with Instagram users, extraction of users’ posts captions and overall Instagram activity.
  - Sample: N = 52 Instagram users (who had posted self-harm pictures and reported lifetime history of suicidal ideation).
  - Analysis: Quantitative linguistic analysis of participants’ discourse and Instagram captions. Plus, thematic analysis of participants’ accounts of audience reactions to SH/Suicide posts.
  - Aims: To investigate users experience with suicidal expressions on Instagram. To analyse users’ language use during interviews and on Instagram postings. Findings: 80% of participants report having seen acute suicidal expressions on Instagram, and 25% of them had posted their suicidal thoughts or plans. Users’ activity and language used on Instagram did not distinguish participants with current suicidal ideation. Acute suicidality was only associated to participants increased use of negative emotions expressions during interviews. (10/10).

---

* 'Post' = main image/text or video, plus captions or hashtags (visual and textual components as a whole).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0238603.t001
used Instagram messenger to interview 52 young people (average age 16), who had shared and tagged content on Instagram as self-harm or suicide-related (purposive sample). They analysed users’ language used during interviews and in their Instagram publications to try and identify those with acute suicidal ideation [38].

**Instagram content studies.** All other studies [34,36,37,39,40,42,43] focused on Instagram’s self-harm or suicidal content, studying pictures, text images, captions, hashtags or comments. Authors explored Instagram pictures and posts tagged with hashtags like: #suicide or #suicidal [39], #self-harm [43], #selfharmmm [40], #cutting [42], and analogous hashtags in German, like #selbstmord [‘suicide’] [34,37] or #ritzen [‘cutting’] [37]. Moreno [40], followed a systematic approach to identify ambiguous hashtags of self-harm related content on Instagram. Despite the concealing nature of such hashtags, they confirmed their self-harm meaning using data triangulation, checking whether hashtags were used consistently across multiple platforms to tag self-harm related content.

These studies relied on human coders to identify self-harm related hashtags and content on Instagram [34,37,39,40,42,43]. This approach has important limitations: self-harm related hashtags change constantly and are easily outdated; inter-reliability issues where more than one coder is used; limits to the quantity of content that can be coded by humans at any one time; and the need for a time lag between the content being identified, retrieved and coded as ‘self-harm/suicide related’ [36]. Scherr [36] looked to resolved some of these issues by developing and testing the first artificial intelligence [AI] based image-recognition algorithm to automatically identify NSSI pictures of cuts on Instagram. They first trained the AI using 600 pairs of images depicting a) NSSI related cuts (manually identified from Instagram), against b) not-NSSI pictures. The accuracy of the NSSI-identifying algorithm was tested against a different set of cutting/not-cutting pictures. Once the algorithm reached a good classifying performance, the authors automatically downloaded all pictures (N = 13,132) from Instagram tagged with German and English self-harm/suicide related hashtags (#cutting/#ritzen, #suicide/#selbstmord) during 48h, and used the automatic AI to quantify the amount of NSSI Vs No-NSSI content attached to each hashtag, and compare the chances of encountering NSSI content when using the different English or German hashtags [36].

**Studies methods of analysis.** Most studies used thematic or content analysis to explore and describe self-harm or suicide content on Instagram, reporting descriptive techniques, frequencies, and statistics [34,37,39,42,43]. Some studies partially quantified the amount of self-harm related content on Instagram [36,40]. Moreno [40] details a systematic approach followed to ensure rigorous and valid coding process of online content, she used it to uncover the self-harm related meaning of different ambiguous hashtags used on Instagram, reported the raw number of posts tagged with such self-harm-hashtags on the platform (potentially self-harm content), and measured Instagram’s capability to identify such content (before 2016). Brown [37] used content analysis to describe cutting-NSSI pictures on Instagram, audience response, and record time trends of NSSI-postings.

Instagram posts are qualitative in nature, yet content analysis relies on counting and comparing frequencies of coded characteristics of interest [44], reporting quantitative analysis and statistics (frequencies, chi-square, or Mann-Whitney U tests) [37,39,42]. Carlyle [39] stated using “quantitative content analysis” to study suicide content on Instagram.

Brown [38] used quantitative linguistic inquiry and word count to analyse data from online-interviews with Instagram users, their language used on Instagram posts captions, and quantification of their general Instagram activity. T-test statistics were used to find differences between users with current versus past suicidal ideation. They also reported qualitative thematic analysis of participant account of online audience responses to self-harm or suicidal posts [38].
Survey studies of Instagram users applied regression analysis to estimate what factors would predict user utilisation of Instagram’ self-harm reporting tool [41], and the relationship between exposure to self-harm content on Instagram and deliberate self-harm offline (both cross-sectionally and longitudinally) [35].

**Studies main findings**

**Self-harm or suicide content reported on Instagram.** Out of the different samples of Instagram content studied (between 225–32,182 Instagram posts tagged with different self-harm or suicide related hashtags), studies report finding actual self-harm/suicide related content in around 9 to 66% of the examined posts [34,37,39,42,43]. The nature of such content was diverse, with some content explicit and some less so (e.g. pictures of wounds, objects/paraphernalia, selfies, drawings, memes, short videos, text images, references to movies or songs, quotes) [34,37,42,43]. Suicidal intent was reported as present in 19% of studied English language posts tagged as #suicide or #suicidal (N = 500), with 46% of them being text-based images, against 20% of actual depictions of wounds [39]. 61% of those #suicide/suicidal posts also mentioned ‘self-harm’ [39]. Arendt [34] found that, out of their sample (N = 250) of German suicide posts (tagged #selbstmord [‘suicide’]), 46% made explicit reference to suicide. Of these, 26% were fast/subliminal-like videos depicting self-harming behaviours [34]. Brown [37] found that 9% of pictures tagged with German NSSI-related hashtags (N = 32,182) were explicit self-harm images. Across Twitter, Tumblr and Instagram, Miguel [42] reported that 60% of their sampled posts (N = 770 tagged as #cutting) were pictures of blood, cuts, scars or other injuries, self-injury paraphernalia, and/or active self-injury. Instagram (n = 359) hosted the greatest proportion of visual self-harm content (66%) and the lowest proportion of help or recovery-oriented posts [42].

Overall studies agree that depictions of mild-moderate severity cuts (usually on arms or legs) are the most common explicit self-harm related content found on Instagram [34,37,43]. However, only Brown [37] clearly operationalised severity (i.e. ‘mild’: superficial scratches; ‘moderate’: deeper cuts or showing blood; ‘severe’: very deep, gaping cuts or large amount of deeper cuts and blood). Some authors identified such content as NSSI depictions [37,39,43], although they failed to explain how they distinguished intentionality, and they did not provide any examples of the posts. Shanahan [43] warned that ‘identifying stated purpose and tone [of the images] was difficult as often images were ambiguous.’

Authors agree that self-harm content online represent clear expressions of posters’ distress and struggle, often linked to references to sadness, loneliness, negative feelings, and related mental health problems such as depression and eating disorders [34,39,42,43]. Self-harm on Instagram was often referred to as an addiction, and the sharing of posts as part of the process towards recovery [43].

Studies report self-harm content on Instagram receiving high volume of audience engagement and attention, with visual and more gory posts receiving a greater number of ‘likes’ [37,39]. Other users’ comments most often showed empathic support and care [37–39]. Brown’s [37] hypothesis that social reinforcement was behind users posting such content was not proven. Others suggest that users post self-harm content online as a way to reach out and receive empathy [43].

Suicide and self-harm content on Instagram are usually tagged online using self-harm-specific hashtags like #selfharmmmm [40]. Using content analysis and data triangulation, Moreno [40] showed that such content is often shared using ambiguous and concealing self-harm related hashtags, to avoid Instagram censorship (e.g. #selfharmmmm or #selfinjuryyy, #Blithe/ #ehtilB, #cat [meaning cut], #sue [for suicidal] or #mysecretfamily). Online communities have
emerged around these hashtags, allowing users with self-harm or suicide interests to come together online [40]. Moreno [40] found there were great amounts of posts tagged with such hashtags on Instagram, and that Instagram’s ability to flag such content was limited, as hashtags evolved faster than they could be tracked and assessed by Instagram content moderators [36,40].

To address this, Scherr [36] developed and tested an artificial intelligence (AI)-based image-recognition algorithm able to distinguish self-harm content by cutting with an 87% accuracy. Using the algorithm to find self-harm pictures on Instagram, they estimated that users using the German self-harm hashtag (#ritzen) were 39% more likely to find explicit self-harm content than using the equivalent English hashtags (#cut), whereas other suicide-related hashtags (#selbstmord or #suicide) had a similar risk (-0.03%) [36].

**Level of concern about self-harm posts.** Most authors expressed concerns about the danger for contagion that self-harm or suicide content on Instagram may pose to those who engage with it [34,37,39,40,42]. Researchers argued that such content on Instagram does not follow media reporting guidelines to avoid contagion [39]: Instagram exhibits explicit references to self-harm methods, and shows a paucity of help, recovery-oriented, and professional driven content [34,39,42]. Some warn such content may normalise self-harm behaviours as a way to cope, increase the risk of imitation, and be triggering for vulnerable users [37,40]. However, Shanahan [43] claims that we should not be overly anxious about self-harm content shared on Instagram. Shanahan [43] saw such posts as depicting mild, not dangerous content, and more as manifestations of distress and negative emotions rather than sensationalised invitations to self-harm. However, none of these descriptive studies of content were set to test contagion effects. That would require designing prospective studies to measure exposure effects.

Survey data showed that out of a sample of 729 young adults, 43% had at some point been exposed to self-harm content on Instagram (20% of those searched for it intentionally) [35]. Users found such content disturbing, and 33% of them indicated having performed ‘the same (or very similar) self-harming behaviours as a consequence of seeing self-harm content on Instagram’ [35]. Cross-sectional analysis showed that lifetime exposure to self-harm content on Instagram was significantly correlated with self-harm behaviours (\( r(302) = .40, p < .001 \)), suicidal ideation (\( r(280) = .27, p < .001 \)), hopelessness (\( r(302) = .26, p < .001 \)), reasons for living (\( r(303) = -.17, p = .002 \)), and suicide risk (\( r(302) = .40, p < .001 \)) [35]. Moreover using longitudinal data, and controlling for initial previous vulnerability (self-harming outcomes at Time 1), exposure to Instagram self-harm content at Time 1 was found to be positively correlated with increases in self-harming behaviours, suicidal ideation and hopelessness; as well as being negatively related with reasons for living at Time 2 [35]. However, exposure to self-harm content did not show any effect on suicide plans [35].

Looking into a more specific sample of 52 Instagram young users, with previous history of suicide ideation, and having shared self-harm content on Instagram, Brown [38] reported that 81% had seen expressions of suicidal thoughts on Instagram, and 25% had expressed their own suicidal thoughts at some point on Instagram. At the time of the interview, 25 users were experiencing current suicidal ideation, and 12 had made a suicide attempt in the last year. However, based on their overall Instagram activity and posts captions (using quantitative linguistic inquiry and word count analysis), it was not possible to distinguish those users with current suicidal ideation from those with just past history of suicidality [38]. The only significant difference between those with acute suicidal thoughts compared to those with past suicidality was how participants talked during direct messenger-based interviews [38], with participants with acute suicidality using significantly more negative-emotional and affective words [38]. The amount of negative-emotional words (e.g. "sad," "angry") was the only
characteristic able to predict acute suicidality (cut-off = 0.7 for 67% accuracy, 84% sensitivity, and 57% specificity) [38].

**Countermeasures.** There is no consensus around how self-harm content on Instagram should be managed. Record [41] showed that Instagram’s reporting tool for self-harm content had not been very successful, probably because less than 20% of Instagram users surveyed knew about it. Other suggested possibilities to deal with self-harm content on Instagram included hindering access to such content by rendering suicide and self-harm-related hashtags unusable [42], and increasing the presence of help-seeking content [39,42], neither of which have been formally tested.

**Discussion**

Previous studies had shown that social media is a common platform for youth to post about self-harm or suicide [13,45]. Instagram is a key social media platform for young people [21], a group of particular interest for suicide and self-harm prevention [8]; however, there has been paucity of published research about suicide or self-harm on Instagram. This review shows that this is changing, and that a small corpus of good quality scientific literature is starting to emerge.

The actual prevalence of self-harm or suicide content on Instagram is unknown. Unveiling this would require access to the full pool of Instagram posts, something only feasible for Instagram itself. Instead, current studies retrieved different purposive samples of Instagram content, publicly shared with self-harm or suicide related hashtags. Studies reported finding self-harm or suicide related content in around 9–66% of their examined posts [34,37,39,42,43]. The different quantity of self-harm or suicide content reported across studies is to be expected, given studies sampling and methodological differences. Some study samples included any Instagram post tagged as #self-harm, in a broad way, regardless of its actual content [43], others focused only on pictures of cuts [36,37], or reported how many of their sampled users recalled having seen suicidal content on Instagram [38]. Studies use different search terms, which return different amount of self-harm content (e.g. German NSSI-hashtags showed to retrieve greater proportion of actual NSSI-content than its counterpart in English) [36]. The date when the content was collected also matters, as Instagram made changes to its content policy regarding self-harm [21,29].

Altogether, studies used different approaches to research suicide or self-harm on Instagram. We distinguished between ‘content studies’ and ‘users studies’ depending on their sample and how they collected their data. ‘User studies’ contacted Instagram users directly, using surveys and online semi-structured interviews, to ask them about different aspects in relation to self-harm or suicidal content on Instagram [35,38,41], in some cases also mining their Instagram activity and personally uploaded posts captions [38]. Instagram ‘content studies’ collected publicly posted content tagged with different suicide or self-harm related hashtags on Instagram, without the actual users’ involvement in the process (or even being aware of it). Some examined hashtags, some pictures only, and some pictures and captions together as whole posts, with some including other users response to such content [34,36,37,39,40,42,43]. One study used AI to automatically distinguish pictures of NSSI-cuts from not NSSI-pictures, and used it to quantify and compare the amount of actual NSSI-pictures associated to different self-harm and suicide related hashtags in English and German [36].

Studies varied in their approach to analyse their data. Content studies typically used descriptive content analysis to code and characterise self-harm or suicide content. Studies used different coding protocols, but in general reported the amount of self-harm content present among their sample, with some also including audience responses, content time trends, or...
quantifying Instagram ability to identify such content [34,36,37,39,40,42]. Only Shanahan [43] offered a thematic description of self-harm content on Instagram and social media. All these content analysis studies relied on inter-coders agreement for reliability. Moreno [40] detailed a method that adds data triangulation, to foster rigour and validity in the coding of online content.

Survey studies carried out regression model-based analysis [35,41] and Brown [38] used quantitative linguistic inquiry to analyse users’ language on Instagram.

A previous review about self-harm and suicide online suggested the possibility of interaction bias between study designs and study outcomes, by which qualitative studies tended to find self-harm content online to be less problematic than quantitative studies [12]. In our review most studies using content analysis showed concerns about the proliferation of suicide or self-harm content on Instagram, whether such content and the community of users around it may normalise and reinforce self-harming behaviours, or even maybe facilitate social contagion among vulnerable users [35,39,34,37,40,42,36]. Only Shanahan [43] thematic study concluded that we should not over-worry about self-harm content online, that it is an avenue for expressing difficult emotions, more than a glamorised incitation to self-harm. However, only one study actually looked into the relationships between engaging with self-harm content on Instagram and self-harm or suicidal correlates offline [35]. It reported cross-sectional and preliminary longitudinal negative effects on self-harm and suicide-related outcomes offline [35]. Still, authors were cautious not to claim causal exposure effects. Whether people are at greater risk of self-harm because they engage with such content online, or rather they end up engaging with it because they were at greater risk for self-harm to begin with (reverse causality) cannot be ruled out based on the current evidence. Other confounders may be driving such relationship [35]. This is a common limitation of survey studies in the broader field of research [2,9]. However, Arendt’s study [35] adds to the voices raising concerns about harmful effects of self-harm content online, including compelling data about potential for copycat effects.

Terminology was another source of heterogeneity. Terms like self-harm, deliberate self-harm, self-injury or non-suicidal self-injury are all used to refer to similar (if not the same) behaviour, and they are often used interchangeably. This reflects the lack of consensus over terminology use more broadly in the field of suicide and self-harm research generally [5,46]. This is relevant because terminology can have methodological implications, influence study findings, and their interpretation. For example using #selfharm or #suicide to retrieve posts, and assume to study NSSI or suicide on Instagram [34,37,39,40]. Brown [37] coded as NSSI all pictures of wounds tagged with self-harm-related hashtags in German. Yet, Carlyle [39] found that the majority of #suicide-tagged posts also mentioned self-harm. Accurately distinguishing between suicidal or not suicidal self-harm behaviours and content is important because they are different things; however, this can be challenging [47]. When examining self-harm content online, unless we know more about the people posting it and their motives, distinguishing between self-harm content that is suicidal or non-suicidal is highly problematic [43]. In future research, one strategy might be to use the term ‘self-harm’ in a broad sense, to refer to behaviours and intentional acts carried out on oneself, knowing that they would cause pain or harm, regardless of suicidal intention, excluding alcohol abuse, smoking and other recreational drug use, and accidental harms to oneself [48].

Studies seem to agree that self-harm content represents users’ experience of distress [34,43]. The nature of such content is diverse, but most often it involves depictions of cuts. Compared to other social media, Instagram was found to host the greatest proportion of visual self-harm content [42]. This is relevant because previous research has suggested that imagery and visual content may have greater impact on users than text, it is more appealing, attracts more attention and may have greater triggering potential [45,49]. We found that self-harm content on
Instagram elicits high levels of audience engagement, especially the more graphic and explicit it is [37,39].

Similarly to previous studies about pro-eating disorders content on Instagram [50], our review found that self-harm and suicide content on Instagram is typically shared using self-harm-specific hashtags, around which online communities emerge [40]. Such hashtags are designed to avoid Instagram censorship and this appeared to be effective [40]. Surveillance methods drawing on hashtag and captions to identify self-harming content do not appear to be very effective [40]. Moreover, Instagram’s tool for users to report negative content has not been widely adopted [41]. New technologies such as AI automatic image recognition offer a possible solution [36] and Instagram is looking into their implementation [21].

Strengths and limitations
This is the first review of primary studies around self-harm and suicide content on Instagram. Our search strategy was limited to English-language publications, but was not limited to any particular age group, despite the usual adolescent age focus of previous internet reviews [12,16]. Our review did not include grey literature as we focused on peer-reviewed publications due to their scientific quality and likely replicability. Our quality appraisal of the current literature provides a good proxy of the overall quality the field as a whole.

Implications and future research
There is self-harm content on Instagram. Although scarce, most research to date has focused on describing it. Most scholars show concerns about such content [34–37,39,40,42], however, there may also be some benefits for those who engage with it [15,43]. How self-harm content on Instagram relates to users self-harm risk and behaviours offline has been understudied, but researchers are starting to look into it and explore the factors underlying this relationship [35]. More research is needed to expand this line of inquiry [21,35]. Future research should move on beyond mere description of Instagram content.

Brown [38] showed that looking at the online activity and content of those sharing self-harm or suicidal posts on Instagram alone was not enough to accurately identify those at higher risk of suicide. Only by directly chatting with the posters themselves were they able to distinguish those with current versus past suicide ideation [38]. Accurate, reliable information about the users engaging with self-harm content online is needed [35,42,43]. We need more qualitative research, directly approaching online users who engage with such content, to obtain reliable users’ information, and better understand what in their views constitutes self-harm content online, why they engage with it, how it affects them, and relates to them offline. We need to understand this online phenomenon from the users’ perspective. At the same time, research could examine the potential of positive narratives and content, as suggested by the potential of the Papageno effect, to focus on users’ experiences of getting through suicidal crises and self-harming behaviours [4]. As in the broader field of suicide and self-harm research, consensus and correct use of self-harm terminology is needed. Finally, consensus around good ethical practises in this field of research is needed. Some content studies undergo IRB review [34,37,40,42,43], some do not [36,39]. Previous guidelines back IRB exception for observational studies of social media content (under certain conditions) [51]. However, given the sensitive nature of the content typically reviewed by studies in this field of research and ongoing social debate about online privacy and data ownership, whether publicly shared content on social media is of public domain is up for discussion.
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